PERIODIC TEST - 3 PARENT REVIEWS
D. Snigdha, 5th Galileo
"Firstly want to thank teacher's for conducting remedial class.
Thanks to hymavathi mam for conducting extra class for maths
My daughter scored less mark in pt2 maths exams .because of the remedial class now my
daughter got A1 in this subject. Thanks to teacher's and the management for putting extra effort
on the students who were weak in particular subject's and help student to score good marks in
pt3. The certificate prize distribution has come to me as suprise. I haven't think this would
happen this year because of this pandemic. Teacher's and the management efforts are much
appreciated and this made my daughter encourge to participate in more Cca activities .
Thank you all teacher once again

Parent, Grade 3
"Thanks for taking the feedback positively and initiating the same.
Thank you all the teacher's for your supporting and encouragement which is given to my
child.
The certificates distribution prize is much appreciated. we can see the efforts
of all the teacher and backend team who made this event more success and encouraged my child
to participate in more activities. I haven't except this activity for this year but it was a surprise to
me
Thank you one again
"
TECH TEAM

S. Aarush
As a parent from our end there is absolutely no suggestions bcoz the teachers r putting out lot of
efforts and it's a huge task for them in dis pandemic with students with continuous repeating of
all chapters so that children may not forget it.. lot of revisions are been also taking by teachers
before cdfs to gain more marks so that no child can lack back.. It's really tough to manage but
hatts off for their successful online education.. Education, discipline,extra curricular activities n
projects all r going hand to hand...From r end v bow and respect for their efforts n strain.

Manidweep Mom, UKG.
I would like to thank all the teachers (Indira, Radhika and Padmaja) for your continuous efforts to
make study more interesting is really appreciable. It's clear that my Manidweep is improving day
by day.

Parent, Grade 1
congratulations to all students & teachers.
Thank you so much Sarada mam, this is happening because of you, your teaching methods, your
kindness, your guidance, to make students understand.
Most important thing is you & Shailaja mam, all teachers, are so cooperative &helpful.
Mam we respect you & love you.
Thank you so much for all
Great achievement.

Parent, CAL Public School.
Hi Madam,
We would like to congratulate all the students, parents and teachers to stand united and make
this digital platform a grand success. Even though it was very challenging for teachers to control
the kids online they are very patient and effective in bringing discipline to all kids in their best way
possible.
Thank you, all teachers, for the best practices you are following and hope you will continue the
same going ahead.
Best Regards,

Parent, CAL Public School.
Excellent teaching mam I am very happy mam thank you very much mam.

Aashvi’s Parent, Nursery
Shruti Madam, Aashvi has been blessed to have you as her first teacher. First impressions and
First foundations last for a lifetime. On this foundation alone, Aashvi's career would be built. So
thanks a million.

Parent, Grade 2 Edison
Thank you teachers for your patience and hardwork.
The works you are assigning are interesting and informative (for students as well as parents
Special thanks to Saritha madam for taking care of everything to make it a complete class
We all mean it madam

)

Parent, Grade 1
Hello Mam,
I would first of all like to congratulate all students for their success and thank all teachers for the
efforts you are putting in teaching the students and making them understand the concepts.
This is the new way of teaching and first time experience for all teachers in this pandemic, but
hats off to all the teachers for taking up this challenge and making it successful.. I love the way
Sarada mam, Shailaja mam, Vinitha mam and Archana mam are explaining the concepts in all
possible ways till the students understands it.. Thank you once again for all the hard work you are
putting in and wish you all good luck..
Thanks.

Parent, Grade 1
Congratulations to all wonderful kids.
Thank you soo much Sarada ma'am, Vinitha ma'am and Sailaja ma'am for the way you are
teaching and patience you teachers have. Really appreciate your work and hard-work you put for
the kids.
The activities that you give to kid is encouraging and got so much value to it. My kid really
enjoys/learns every moment that she is being with you ma'am.
Once again thank you so much Sarada ma'am.

Parent of Sumaiya Tabassum, Meer Saber Ali, UKG NEWTON CHILD: SUMAIYA TABASSUM
Thank you you for all the teachers for teaching well in this pandemic with wonderful ideas
creativity and efforts, with patience... thank you all once again....

Parent, LKG
Shashikala Madam,
Madam your classes are going very well concentrating on each and every children your
presentation is excellent thank you very much madam

Janice Celeste’s Parent
Thank you for all teachers for teaching, interacting supporting , guiding , caring for the kids and
making the kids to learn new things thru classes , activities, vedios and stories you share with
them... and making every child to get interest on virtual classes... Thanks once again to all
teachers...

Aditri Anupam parents, UKG
thanks to all teachers (especially indira mam, radhika mam, padmaja mam)for being so kind &
thoughtful.thank you for your patience and for the quality of teaching that you provide every day.
Thank you once again

Aadya’s Parent
Appreciate all efforts put in by teacher everyday for making kids to understand all the concepts
and making sessions so lively and interactive, great job , Thank you for everything you do .

Parent
Respected mam,
We are very happy with the teachers and management. The Christmas celebration, Pongal
festival, The New Year celebrations were celebrated in a very good way. The school has taken a
very good initiative with virtual classes during this pandemic situations and guided children
accordingly. We thank one and all for their guidance and support.

Parent, UKG
I would like to thanks all the teachers for appreciate your work.You are teaching with great
patience and love which is really appreciable.With your guidence,Ridhi has developed into a
confident and capable.Thanks you Indira mam...."We are so greatful to have you as our child's
teacher."

Parents, Nursery
Good encouragement from teachers for making the children knew the things they doesn’t know
and helping them in all aspects to make them shine thanks to all the teachers

Parent, UKG Einstein
We r so proud to be a part of calps the way teachers caring for kids and interaction with parents
all r so excellent and everytime we end with no complaints from our side we r all grateful to u
mam

Parent, Grade 1
Good evening mam
Congratulations to all the children for ur hard work n ur achievements.
Now I would like to thank sharada mam, vinitha mam, shailaja mam archana mam, computer
mam
for rendering ur complete support n hardwork for my child n every one.
THANK U SO MUCH SHARADA MAM, VIJAYA MAM AND MANAGEMENT

Parents, Nursery
From being hesitant and shy in the classes, she now looks forward to the class daily! Improved a
lot in terms of understanding concepts too. Thank you Shruthi ma'am for your patience and care
towards the kids!

Parent, UKG
I would like to thanks all the teachers for appreciate your work.You are teaching with great
patience and love which is really appreciable.With your guidence,Ridhi has developed into a
confident and capable.Thanks you Indira mam...."We are so greatful to have you as our child's
teacher."

You are putting lot of effort in every aspect.our children are improving continuously. Thank you
padmaja maam, Indira maam and Radhika maam.

I Appreciate and I congratulate all the teachers & staff for bringing success from all the kids and I
thank you management for being part of the success journey

Hello mam, The way of teaching, communication of students are very good. Conducting of every
festival activity really very appreciated. While going online classes we are not getting any
distrabences, we are feeling like class room atmosphere only. Thanks alot to Padmaja,Indira and
Radhika mam, especially these teachers communicating every student daily so that students
getting encouragement from your side also.Thank you mam

Prashanthi ( Parent of Pranathi) Grade 3 Newton
Mam I am happy to be with you all teachers and I love 3rd class because of kind well teaching
mams tq for improvement

Parent, 2 Einstein
Ambioca Madam,
I Respected mam,
We are very happy with the online classes that are been done during this pandemic situation. I
should appreciate all the teachers and the activities given by them which really improved their
capabilities. Thanks a ton to management and staff.

Parent, Grade 1
It feels privileged to be a part of Calps...all teachers are doing great job, special thanks to
management,Rahila mam,Reshma mam,Shalja mam for handling the children with tremendous
patience.great job done by them.Being in online classes now we know the hard work of the
teacher.Thank you for everything

Parent of Sai Rashmi
Appreciate teaching methods and excellent support to kids...and management as well....kudos to
all teachers
....
Regards

Parents, Grade 4
We shall appreciate for the patience and dedication of all the teachers, working online day and
night. Thanks once again to CALPS Management
Thank you soo much for all the teachers for your patience and organization in providing
knowledge to students ...
We appreciate you mam

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of Rishika’s teachers who were very encouraging
and pushing her to do better each time. Even during these tough times, she has been able to learn
and grow. Thank you for giving her all the opportunities and encouraging her. We are looking
forward to get back to School. Thank you, Madam.

Parent, Grade 1
Mam teachers are taking great effort to make student comfortable and interesting classes. PTM is
very nice mam showing all children activities throughout the meet. It will be encouraging and
inspiration for rest of students and parents to encourage kids for activities

To, The class teacher, Grade-III, Cal public School. Sub : Feedback on online classes
Respected Mam,
We parents of IVSS TEJAS of Grade-III likes to thank each and every teacher for making the children
active in their subjects all the time and hatsoff to principal sir who took lot of measures to make these
online classes successful at this pandemic situation. I strictly believe that there is a lot of hardwork
done by every one for making children to enrich their skills back again. Thank you class teachers for
your patience all the time and for making online classes a grand success.
With regards, I VM Prasad, I. Krishnasudha

Lagadapati Gagana Nwtn
Feedback from parents of L. Ggana. You are very innovative and creative to make everyday classes as
well as PTM lively, interactive, and attractive to child and parents as well. Your encouragement in live
concept learning activities by Kids which is helping child to learn concepts easily. As a teacher you are
extraordinary. Excellent job by all teachers as tiny tots are able to learn virtually also all subjects easily
and all teachers achieved kids to sit infront of virtual classroom like real school. Thank you all teachers
for making virtual classtoom successful.

Grade 2 Ramanujan -Parent of Erin
Thank you for creating such a great environment to learn and where we were encouraged to express
our own thoughts and opinions
You made the impossible possible. Our kids are now more confident than they were ever before.
Thank you for your uncompromising service,
to make the kids enjoy their lessons, it’s important to create an environment of continuous learning.
You did that so perfectly for our kids! Thank you!

Aadhya Pandey Mom
Please find the feedback from parents of Aadya Pandey from NEWTON. First ever virtual PTM for
2020. I must say is very lively, presentation of slides in the background is pleasant flashback of all the
memories of tiny tots individual efforts and teachers altogether, Indira Maam you are very creative
and innovative in making the collage so beautiful. You are raising the bar with each passing day, be it
the way teach , handle kids in the class, addressing concerns of the parents. Thank you Maam for
asking feedbacks.

Grade 2 Ramanujan – Parent of Aradhya
We want to take a moment to thank the teachers for the daily worksheets & weekly interactive
sessions. The way ofa online teaching is commendable.
The work assigned is fun-filled and entertaining to which our child enjoys a lot.We are happy to
associate ourselves with the kind institution who thinks in the overall development of a human
beyond the paper pencil education.

Grade 2 Ramanujan - Parent of Bennet Justin
The online class is really a great initiative during this phase of lock down to bridge the education gap.
Moreover it is very interactive and engaging. I would like to inform you that I am fully satisfied with
this online mode of education during unavoidable circumstances. Our ward is able to catch the subject

through this online facilities. I also appreciate the efforts of teachers and thankful for their
cooperation with students.

Grade 2 Ramanujan - Parent of zohra
We are well aware of the effort you all teachers put into each and every child in your classes. Thank
you for helping them to develop the skills and confidence level.

Grade 2 Ramanujan - Parent of Meghana
Thank you mam for giving wonderful support for the kids in understanding each concept clearly

Garde 2 Ramanujan - Parent is Binita
I have really appreciated all the work the teachers have done. I would like to thank each and everyone
who worked so hard to ensure that the children had a learning time without too much pressure...
Thank you so much

Grade2 Ramanujan - Parent of Hamsanandini
I really appreciate all the teachers for putting their efforts in making the child to understand the
concept and making them actively participate by interacting with them..wish u all come with new
ideas and make kids to explore in all subjects..thank you all the teachers

Hi Padmaja ma'am.
Good evening. I the parents of Angel grace, we heart fully thank you for the support done by you for
children regarding school works and activities. I appreciate you for excellent teaching skills and hard
work that your doing for your student. We are inspired by the classes, charts, activities that were
done by you. I specially thank you for the great work done during this covid times too. Keep going on
ma'am..
UKG EDSION Angel Grace

Hi padma ma'am,Nikhitha fully satisfying your presentation in every day..
UKG EDSION NIKHITHA

Hello padma mam, Hindi subject wise the way teaching very good. Students easily they can learn with
your teaching what ever activities you are doing like stories, rhymes are very nice.Thank you mam.
UKG EDISON LOHITH

Hi Mam,Hindi is going well with your presentation and interaction with children..wish the same
continues with more and more activities so that children can understand well.Thank you
UKG EDISON ANANYA

Guru srihit Sharma 3 Newton

Thank you Razia Madam and all subject teachers for the hard-work and great effort, because of which
Guru is learning alot and improved alot. it's very effortless experience for me to make him study in
this pandemic situation just because of the talented and helpful teachers.

Grade 2 Edison - Parent of Divyanshi
Thank you all the teachers for giving support, in online classess and encouraging children's to
participate in other activities.Thank you Saritha mam for giving immediate response and support to
parents in queries. Thank you soo much Calps.

Grade 2 Edison - parent of shlok
The Ganesha chaturthi celebration was very nice. Children learned to make model of
Ganesha.Explanation of different types of clothes by Beautiful model was excellent and the
presentation made for PTM was very nice. I appreciate the efforts done by all the teachers.

Grade 2 Edison - parent of Abhinav
We Sincerely Appreciate every Teacher for their effort to make our kids future more brighter... Thank
u so much Calps

Mam thanks for the support. Mam you are very cool with children. Thanks to all the teachers for
bridging the gap during this pandemic and helping us alot.
ll Einstein Laaya

Thanq so much mam for giving us opportunity and our kids will explore more by this kind of
activities.. Thanks to all teachers for their wonderful support
Hatim shabir's parent

I just dont want to compare and I just hate comparison mam... but I want to tell you something
mam... till now it's been 3months we started our online classes.... I can only feel you are sooo good
teacher for our kids mam... you dont get angry at all mam... u have lot of patience mam I can say that
after seeing you and talking to you mam
JYOTHIEE SUPRIYA PRAKHYA'S PARENTS OF 1ST CVRAMAN

Both supriya and suprabha are lucky to have you and ofcourse as a mother am lucky to have only you
in calps mam as we are new to this school ....
Supriya and Suprabhas parents from 1st CVRAMAN

I want to say thanks to all the teachers for their support and great concern on each and every child .
1st CVRAMAN Nissi Grace's parents

I would like to thank all the teacher's for their excellent teaching and efforts u make to help our children's
to grow....Thank you for the energy you put into work that found it's way into our brains
somehow,someway...and we know how you never really had free weekends as you were either reviewing
our progress or planning how to improve it or both. Thank you for sacrificing. Finally for being amazing in

your approach,accommodating to us all and accurate in your teachings,we say a big thank you.
3 rd darwin parents of Akshada

A big thanks to you Ma'am for keeping everyone fully updated at all the time. Really appreciable.
Thanks for your efforts to make understand kids very well. Thank you so much for being wonderful
teacher.
Einstein Grithik Santosh

Eashan Einstein
I really appreciate all the teachers hardwork in trying to grab the child's attention with different colors
and singing rhymes. You are trying to make this session as interactive as possible.Words fall short to
express my gratitude. Many thanks to all the teachers.

UKG EDSION Venkata Aditya
Hello Padmaja Mam, we were really impressed by your efforts to teach and make children understand
the concept easily, your presentations everything are superb.Even Indira Madam, Radhika Madam
videos and teaching are also very nice. The way you people were trying to connect with kids without
direct contact is excellent and it's not so easy to continue for these many days. You have proved it and
I really appreciate all the teachers for their patience, strength and everything. Thank you very much,
Keep it up and All the best.- I am Adithya's mother Nirupama.

Adwaith's Mother
Adwaith UKG Edison
Thank you Padmaja Mam for all the efforts, really appreciate your hard work to make online classes
easy for the students

UKG edsion Aliyan Hussain
Thank you padmaja madam..for all your Brilliant efforts..as a parent i appreciate your patience and
support....

Manvith reddy UKG EDSION
Hello ma'am we are really grateful for your time with our kids.Our kids seems to enjoy your class
everyday. Your creative teaching skills really improves our kids interest in the subject. Thanks for your
special interest on each and every child.

Madam This is feedback from harshika's mother.
your efforts in making classes so interesting is extraordinary. With your classes and presentation
activities, I am observing that my child is showing more interest in class and activities.we are thankful
for you that. I would like to say thanks to Padmaja madam and Radhika madam also for their efforts

Feedback from parent of M.Reeyansh goud.
* Mam u r very kind & supportive. U always maintain smile on ur face that makes all children
enthusiastic in actively participating.* I appreciate the efforts of the school management in providing
infrastructure & activity supporting Both teacher's & parent's. * Coordination between the
management is good and very helpful to the parents.* Considering & implementing the suggestions of
parents is good.* Teacher's r taking personal interest on each and every child. Overall I am happy &
satisfied. I give 5/5

Hello Mam
I would like to thank all the teacher's for their excellent teaching and efforts u make to help our
children's to grow....Thank you for the energy you put into work that found it's way into our brains
somehow,someway...and we know how you never really had free weekends as you were either
reviewing our progress or planning how to improve it or both. Thank you for sacrificing. Finally for
being amazing in your approach,accommodating to us all and accurate in your teachings,we say a big
thank you..

Hi Mam
My incredible and one-of-a-kind teacher is our Sarada madam, thank you ever so much for all of the
knowledge and guidance that you have so generously shared with our kids. I will forever be grateful
for all of the roles that you have played in our kids life. A good teacher can inspire the mind, ignite the
imagination and instill a love of learning.

Ranjita(mother)
Thank you Razia Madam and all subject teachers for the hard-work and great effort, because of which
Guru is learning alot and improved alot. it's very effortless experience for me to make him study in
this pandemic situation just because of the talented and helpful teachersThank you,

Hello Mam
Firstly, I want to Thank all the teachers for the support and the encouragement that you had given to
my child in this pandemic situation .Initially ,we were worried about the new change in this academy
.(online classes). But slowly my child got used to it and now she is comfortable . Teaching Technic:
Awesome Handling Child and monitoring: Tremendous.Efforts of the Teacher: Much appreciated I
From my bottom of the heart joining my hands and saying thanks to all the teachers . Management
and Technical Team: Thank you all who were there for us and solved all our technical issue and
management related queries. Regards,D. Ragasudha.

from 4th Newton parents
We Thank CALPS Management & Teachers for initiating on line classes in these Pandemic times.
Made our ward to utilise time in the right way. Looking forward the same commitment in future
please with regards Suhasini Isaac (Parent)

Hello Mam

Firstly, I want to Thank all the teachers for the support and the encouragement that you had given to
my child in this pandemic situation .Initially ,we were worried about the new change in this academy
.(online classes). But slowly my child got used to it and now she is comfortable . Teaching Technic:
Awesome Handling Child and monitoring: Tremendous.Efforts of the Teacher: Much appreciated I
From my bottom of the heart joining my hands and saying thanks to all the teachers . Management
and Technical Team: Thank you all who were there for us and solved all our technical issue and
management related queries. Regards,D. Ragasudha.

Feedback from ix Galileo parent
We Thank the Manegement, Especially all the Teachers have given their best in this Pandemic time.
Initiating online classes made My ward to focus on studies effectively. Wishing all the best to come
for the CALPS with regards Suhasini Isaac (parent)

I am Tejaswi's mother Anitha of X EDISON
Good morning ma'am.your efforts are too good.Presentation of activities (video) also very good. You
started the classes long before. We never felt that our children lost classes because of
Covid.Sometimes we overheard of your class.Your way of teaching and cultivating moral values to our
children is highly appreciated ma'am.thank you.

Very impressed by the online classes to an extend that i feel online is even better than regular
classes..(as parents know exactly what is being taught and what to teach kids).I would really like to
appreciate Ms.Indira mam for being very motivating and impartial too.She is a real example of how a
kindergarden teacher should be.She encourages every student to participate in the activities and
appreciates them individually.My kid is very lucky to hav a teacher like her..kudos to calps

congrats 9 Galileo - Seems to be a happy child. Messages like these boost us al up
ENGLISH - Awesome explanation , provision of worksheets , everyday revesions and disciple
maintained in the class. Teacher interacts with all the students and encourages everyone. No
complaints.
HINDI - very good explanation , provision of worksheets and ppt and revisions. disciple maintained in
the class. No complaints.
MATHS - Awesome explanation , provision of worksheets , everyday revesions and disciple
maintained in the class. Teacher encourages everyone. No complaints.
CHEMISTRY Awesome explanation , provision of worksheets, provision of ppt, provision of videos,
online Practicals , everyday revesions and disciple maintained in the class. Teacher interacts with all
the students and encourages everyone. No complaints.
PHYSICS : Awesome explanation , provision of worksheets , everyday revesions and disciple
maintained in the class. Teacher interacts with all the students and encourages everyone. No
complaints.
BIOLOGY : Awesome explanation , activities and seminars twice a week , quizes, provision of
worksheets , ppt, everyday revesions and disciple maintained in the class. Teacher interacts with all
the students and encourages everyone. No complaints.
SOCIAL : Awesome explanation , provision of worksheets , everyday revesions and disciple maintained
in the class. Teacher interacts with all the students and encourages everyone. No complaints.
COMPUTER : Awesome explanation , practcals in every class related to python and disciple
maintained in the class. Teacher interacts with all the students and encourages everyone. No
complaints.

